MAYLA ROSÉ PETILLANT

Delicate, fresh, informal and pleasant !

Alella Vinícola is the cellar whose wines have brought renown to the town of Alella since 1906. We currently produce, make and bottle wines and cavas in two designated origins,namely D.O.
ALELLA and D.O. CAVA.
Like the cellar itself, most of the vineyards we use are located in the centre of the town of Alella, the heart of the designated origin, 15 kilometres to the north of the city of Barcelona. We
market wines, rich wines,sweet wines and cavas under different brandnames, such as MARFIL, IVORI, VALLMORA and VIOLETA. Our wines are characterised by the Mediterranean climate, the
area's singular geological nature and the striking traits of the varieties typical of our designated origin.
The wine was aged in stainless steel tanks on its own fine lees from November to February in order to give the wine more volume, and to prepare it to improve its evolution throughout time .
The second fermentation has taken place in bottle for two months more to attain the sparkling point that we wish.
It is an attractively coloured rosé with a nose of red fruits very sweet. In mouth is light, fresh and with flavours of red fruits, characterized by the original point of natural needle that intensifies all
the sensations inviting to drink it again. Ideal as an aperitif or for fresh pasta, rice dishes, grilled snails,…
Winemaker: Xavier Garcia
Vineyard: Viña Rials
Climate: Maritime Mediterranean
Soil: Granites (“sauló”)
Grapes: 100% Red Grenache
Vine aged: 22 years
Height and exposition: 100 m, EST
Purnning: Royat doble
Farming: organic without herbicide, insecticide and inorganic fertilizers
Yield: 35 Hl/Ha
Aged: 6 months on lees
Alcohol : 11,5 % vol.
Annual Production: 5.000 bottles
Agenig potential: drink now or mature for up 3 years
Recent awards:
Guía Peñín 2018: 87 p
Guia de Vins de Catalunya 2018: 9,14 p
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